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Powell presses for cease-fire
By Barry Schweid
TH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAIRO, Egypt — Secretary of
State Colin Powell called yesterday for accelerated negotiations
to establish a Palestinian state,
even as he pressed for a ceasefire to Middle East violence
between Israel and the
Palestinians in the meantime.
Setting no deadline to complete his peace mission, PoweU
said he would meet Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat as well as
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon later this week in an
effort to broker a truce.
"We are going to have to act
more quickly," he said, though
adding "I am prepared to stay
for some while."
Powell said the United States
was prepared to contribute a
small detachment of State
Department or other civilian
. government employees to monitor any cease-fire agreement.
For the Bush administration,
Powell's
emphasis
on
Palestinian statehood marks a
shift in tactics. For more than a
year, the administration has
focused on establishing a ceasefire as a condition for deeper
peacemaking.
But Powell said all the Arab
leaders with whom he has met
have underscored the urgency
of getting started on an accord.
And he said he would deal with
Arafat as the representative of
the Palestinian people.
Powell said he talked to
Sharon on yesterday and was
told Israel would expedite its
withdrawal of troops from the
West Bank, where they are purPOWEU, PAGE 2

Dept to
assist
laid-off
Kmart
workers

By Jennifer Bracken
THE BG MEWS

Associated Press Pholo

HUGS FOR PEACE: Secretary of State Colin Powell embraces Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmed Maher upon his arrival at Cairo airport in
Egypt yesterday. Powell is in Egypt for talks with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, and he is also expected in Spain today to meet with
European Ministers before going to Jerusalem to hold talks with both Israelis and Palestinians.

Associate Professor of History
Robert Buffington, recent recipient of the Fulbright award, will
travel to Argentina this summer
to conduct research on a country going through a period of
economical and historical crisis. He will also teach at the
University of San Andres in
Buenos Aires while staying
there.
Buffington will travel to
Argentina with financial backing of his recently received
honor of the Fulbright award.
The Fulbright award was created to promote "mutual understanding between the people of
the United States and the people of other countries of the
world."
Colleagues of Buffington
from the University of San
Andres suggested he apply for
the award. He wrote the grant
this past summer and received
the award in lanuary.
"I was technically supposed
to wait until August of 2002 to
start, but the Argentine
Fulbright Commission agreed
to let me come early,"
Buffington said. Buffington will
SCHOLAR, PAGE 2

Britain honors Queen Mother
family members followed on
foot, while Queen Elizabeth II
and the other members of the
LONDON —In the majesty of
family took their places in the
Westminster Abbey and in quiet
comers all around the country,
abbey.
Britain said goodbye yesterday to
When the coffin entered the
the Queen Mother Elizabeth,
church, the abbey choir of men
whose dignity and courage
and boys began to sing and the
endeared her to millions.
silent congregation of 2,200 stood
While kings, queens
the beginning of the
"In
gratitude
we
bid
farewell
to for
and foreign leaders sat
service, broadcast outa greatly loved queen, for her doors for the crowd.
in the splendor of the
great abbey church for grace, humanity and sympathy,
"In gratitude we bid
her funeral, hundreds
farewell to a greatly loved
of thousands of ordi- for her courage in adversity, for queen, for her grace,
nary Britons stood out- the happiness she brought to so humanity and sympathy,
side and joined in
for her courage in advermany."
prayer and hymns for
sity, for the happiness
the 101-year-old royal
she brought to so many,"
VERY REV. WESLEY CARR, DEAN OF WESTMINSTER
matriarch who died
said the Very Rev. Wesley
March 30.
Carr,
Dean
of
About a million people turned paid their respects.
Westminster, as the coffin rested
Slow drum beats punctuated on a bier before the altar.
out in a huge display of affection,
police said, including those who the shrill bagpipe lament of nearIt was draped in the queen
later lined the 20-mile route to ly 200 regimental musicians. mother's personal standard and
Windsor Casde, where the queen Soldiers of the Royal Horse
surmounted by the crown she
mother was interred in a royal Artillery in gold-trimmed black
wore at her husband's 1937 corovault beside her husband King tunics rode six black horses
nation.
George VI.
pulling a gun-carriage that bore
Archbishop of Canterbury
People of every age and many the coffin. The same carriage carnations stood quietly outside the ried her husband's coffin at his George Carey spoke of the queen
mother's strength and dignity
abbey during the funeral, funeral in 1952.
rememberng a woman who
Prince Philip, Prince Charles, and the humor that reached
forged a bond with her country- Princess Anne and eight other across the generations.
By Audrey Woods

1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Craip, Gilford
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While store and business
closings mean many people will
be out of work, they do not signal complete devastation, especially in the Wood County area
The
Wood
County
Departmenbof Jobs and Family
Services, located on East Gypsy
Lane Road, provides assistance
to anyone who needs help finding a job and will soon be catering to those currendy employed
at Bowling Green Kmart.
When Kmart officially closes
its doors this June, more than 60
people will be out of a job,
according to Jennifer Ruhe,
executive director of the
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce.
"That's something you don't
want to see," she said. "It's
always a loss when you lose jobs
that offer experience."
The Department of lobs and
Family Services offers help with
job searches and locating a
workplace desirable for those
that seek guidance from the
department.
"We deliver our services in a
three-tier process," said Ken
Kritzar, director of the department
The first step is building a
resume, and the second step is
locating a job that fits the
client's desire and skill level.
However, if there is still no
match after that, the department goes to what it calls intensive services to find out what

Fulbright
professor
to study
Argentina
economy

Associated Press Photo

PAYING RESPECTS: A young girl prays over a poster of
Britain's Queen Mother as her funeral procession passes by.

men and women during World
War II at her husband's side.
Some 400,000 people had
gathered through the morning to
watch the solemn procession
escorting the queen mother's coffin to the abbey from Parliament,
where for nearly four days a
miles-long stream of people had

Latino Week brings awareness to U.
By Craig Giflord
THE BG NEWS

Members of the Latino
Student Union are using this
week to educate the campus
community about the Latino
Culture.
During Latino Awareness
Week, LSU has numerous activities planned to discuss the
Latino culture. Monday evening,
LSU held a reception to discuss
the group's history, and last

night, the group held a power
point presentation highlighting
the different cultures represented by the members in theorganization, including Africa and
India
"We wanted to show that not
only is (LSU) about Latin
American, but all the students
who make up LSU." said Iris
Resendez, president of LSU.
"There's a myth that when people see Latino Student Union, it's

only for Latinos, but it's for everyone,"
The week's activities will continue today with National Latino
Career Day, which is the first one
held at a state university in Ohio.
Tomorrow, there will be a speech
in Eppler South 307 about labeling the Latino community.
Alex Hernandez, a junior
member of LSU, said she felt it is
important to set aside a week
and devote it to educating the

campus about the Latino culture
and encourages other ethnic
groups to do the same.
"I think that everybody needs
to be informed of the issues
every culture has, not just
Latinos," she said. "Every kind of
awareness is important"
The annual Latino Awareness
Week is open to the entire camLATINO WEEK, PAGE 2

LATINO AWARENESS WEEK
EVENTS:
NATIONAL LATINO CAREER DAY:
Wednesday, 6-9 p.m., 1018
Olscamp.
STATISTICS LABELING THE LATINO
COMMUNITY: Thursday, 7:30 p.m.,
307 Eppler South.
FASHION SHOW: Friday, 7-9 p.m..
Chap.nan Community Room.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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suing Palestinian militants. "The
sooner the better." Powell said.
"Time is of the essence" for
ending the violence, he said after
meeting with Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak. Powell is seeking greater Arab participation in
the peace process as well as an
immediate end to Israel's military offensive.
It was the first time Powell had
said expressly that he would
meet Arafat during his trip to
Israel, where he arrives Thursday
night and plans talks with both
sides through the weekend.
The Palestinian leader has
been isolated by Israeli forces in
his headquarters in the West
Bank city of Ramallah. Israel said
it wouldn't try to stop the PowellArafat meeting.
Earlier, Powell had hedged,
suggesting he would meet with
Arafat only "if circumstances
permit"

SCHOLAR, FROM PAGE 1

be in Argentina for two months.
June and July.
"The Fulbright award is a very
prestigious award," said Peter
Way, chairmen and associate
professor of the history department. "Not many people achieve
such an honor in their lifetime."
He continued to say that
Buffington winning this award is
an important recognition of his
scholarly talents.
Buffington will be teaching a
graduate class at the University
of San Andres on Mexican cultural history.
"I will also be doing research
on national identities and attitudes about criminality in comparative historical perspective,"
Buffington said.
Buffington will be working in
collaboration with Lila Caiman.
a historian at the University of
San Andres. He will also be working closely with several other colleagues in this area, he said.

Powell said he had spoken to
Sharon on yesterday and the
Israeli had reiterated "his commitment to bring this to an end
as quick as he can." Powell
praised Israel for beginning to
withdraw its troops from
Palestinian areas but noted that
fierce fighting persisted.
After 13 Israeli soldiers were
killed in an ambush during
heavy fighting in the West Bank
refugee camp of lenin, Sharon
said in a nationally broadcast
address that the Israeli offensive
would continue.
In Washington, White House
spokesman An Fleischer said
President Bush expects Israel "to
withdraw and to do so now. ...
The president believes all parties
still have responsibilities. He's
looking for results."
Working to fill in the details of
a U.S. vision for a permanent
peace, Powell said political
objectives must be pursued
alongside talks to end the cur-

rent violence. He told the Arabs
they must acknowledge Israel's
rights.
In another bid to enhance the
U.S. role in the region, Powell
said the Bush administration
was prepared to help monitor
any cease-fire.
"That would help with the
confidence building, the restoring of trust between the two
sides, get us back to where we
were a few years ago," Powell
said.
Egyptian Foreign Minister
Ahmed Maher, who met with
Powell and then appeared
alongside him at a news conference, said in an interview, "The
presence of the observers is
important because we will have
neutral witnesses who will point
to who are the violators of the
cease-fire."
Both sides would have to
agree to such a team. Israeli
Ambassador David Ivry said last
month that if the monitors were

able to preserve a truce, the
peacemaking process could get
underway. Among the monitors'
tasks, he said, would be to make
sure Palestinian terror suspects
were detained and not quietly
released later.
U.S. forces already serve on
the Sinai Peninsula as pan of an
international team monitoring
enforcement of the 1969
Egyptian-Israeli peace accord.
Powell's scheduled overnight
stay in Amman, Jordan, on
Thursday was canceled to
advance his arrival in Jerusalem
to late Thursday. He will meet
earlier in the day with Jordanian
King Abdullah n.
After his stop in Egypt on yesterday, Powell left the region for
Madrid. There he scheduled
talks with Russian Foreign
Minister Igor Ivanov. Powell also
was to confer with United
Nations Secretary General Kofi
Annan.

LATINO WEEK. FROM PAGE 1

SERVICES, FROM PAGE 1

pus community and the city
of Bowling Green. According
to Hernandez, the week's
activities are not just for those
who are uneducated about
the culture.
The purpose of the events
are to educate anyone who
wants to be educated," she
said. "You'll learn something
no matter what. Whether
you're in tune with every
Latino culture or not, you're
definitely going to take something home with you."
According to Resendez,
Latino Awareness Week is just
one way that the University is
gaining a stronger cultural
awareness, but that awareness is not yet as strong as it
could or should be.
"I believe we've come a
long way," she said, "but we
have to do a little more."

kinds of problems the client is
facing and how to provide extra

He will be traveling to Buenos
Aires on May 18 to meet with a
group of international scholars.
According to him, these scholars
are working on the history,
crime, and punishment in Latin
America.
"It's still a relatively new field of
research so the meeting will
address the latest work and suggest new directions for study,"
Buffington said.
This particular area of
research is familiar to Buffington.
He is the author of the book entitled "Criminal and Citizen in
Modem Mexico." Buffington also
edited
"Reconstructing
Criminality in Latin America"
with Carlos Aquirre, a professor
at the University of Oregon. The
purpose of his trip is to facilitate
intercultural exchange.
"All of Robert's previous work
on this area of study makes him
particularly suited for this job,"
Way said.
In Buenos Aires, he will specifically tap into crime and national

identity in Argentina. Buffington
has already worked on the same
subject for Mexico and is interested in different approaches
within Latin America
"An example of my research is
the Mexican delegates were concerned about the links between
race and crime." Buffington said.
"While Argentine delegates were
anxious about the floods of
immigrants, mostly from southem and eastern Europe, into
Argentina." He continued to
explain that they think these discussions both reflected and
shaped attitudes about national
identity.
His research will include participation in international conferences on crime and punishment in the late 19th and early
20th centuries The resources for
his study are located in libraries
and archives in Buenos Aires.
In regards to his previous work
in comparison to his upcoming
trip, Buffington said, "I'm interested in putting my work in com-

parative perspective." Buffington
has many goals for this trip. He
said he is excited to experience a
new university, students, faculty
and teaching conditions.
"I'm excited to expand professional networks and experience
Argentina's current economic
'meltdown'
first
hand,"
Buffington said.
Argentina is experiencing both
economic and political crisis,
which makes this a very exciting
time for his travels, Buffington
said. Buffington is eager to tackle
these recent struggles and learn
from them as well.
"Its recent economic failure is
a warning about the dangers of
economic globalization that U.S.
leaders seem determined to
ignore or blame on mismanagement." Buffington said.
This awarding of the Fulbright
award and his influential trip to
Argentina are amongst many of
his
major
achievements.
Buffington has done many great
things around the campus and

community as well as internationally.
His diverse and socially conscious activities include a conference on "Envisioning Local
Responses to Violence Against
Women," which took place the
spring of 2001. Buffington is a
member of a research group at
the University of California at
San Diego that is carrying out a
three-year study on "The
Administration of Justice in
Mexico."
In addition, he received a CISS
(Creative Lmaginings for Student
Success) grant from the
University to help pilot a program in which graduate students
were mentored so that they
could independently instruct
small-group, discussion-based
classes, according to Way.
"He is an example of what a
scholar should be, and the
department takes great pride in
him," Way said.

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003
221 S. COLLEGE - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$765.00 per month payable in 11 monthly payments of $818.00.
Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR. A-frame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$550.00 per month payable in 11 monthly installments of
$590.00. Tenants pay utilities.

AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003
719 ELM - 3 BR, garage, central air. $900 per month. Deposit
$900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
412 RIDGE - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $930.00 per
month payable in 11 monthly installments of $994.00. Tenants
pay all utilities.
605 SECOND. #A - 4 BR. Limit 4 people. $760 per month
paid in 11 monthly payments of $812.00. Tenants pay utilities.

JOHN IMEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco FJell)

Don't Run
Out of Time!

According to Kritzar,"'"'the
Workforce Investment Act,
which was passed in Jury of
2000, enforced towns to haw a
department set up to assist
those who are laid off.
"If a store is laying off 50 or
more people, they 'have to
inform the state of Ohio,"
Kritzar said. "That's where we
come in with a rapid response"
Kritzar said his Department
has already met with Kmart
management and will be meeting with the employees during
several sessions on April 16. He
said he expects about 30 of
those employees, who are
mostly full-time, to seek help
finding a new job.
The Department of Jobs and
Family Services has been successful at placing most of its
clients into new jobs the few
times that a major lay-offs have
occurred in Wood ; County,
Kritzar said.
"We haven't had many (layoffs) in Wood county, ttenkfully,
in the last couple of years," he
said.
Most of the people the
department helps find something similar to what they were
doing before they were laid off.
However, that is not always tile
case. Kritzar said the first priori tyistolookforajob desirable to
the clients.
"There are some people who
say, 'I'd really like, to do something else, but I don't know
what,'" he said. ■
No matter wh« any of the
Bowling Green Kmart employees may be interoW*«f in doing
they can begin theff )bb search
whenever they chOojp and are
encouraged to starfijffly.
"They don't have.ldwait until
they are laid off to start using
these services," Kritzar said.
"They can start using them
right now."

New^

Must Seer*

[Graduate & Prohctional Homing)

www.newloverealty.com 407 S. Enterprise #C:
One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Single story
building with patio and private entrances. A courtyard
to plant flowers. Gas heat. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric & gas. $400.00 per month for a
12 month lease.
401 S. Enterprise #B:
Two bedroom unfurnished apartments. Single story
building with patios and private entrances. Gas heat.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric & gas.
$465.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

Carry Studio Apartments
-Ideal lor the serious student
or grad student
-Fully Furnished
•25in TV included with
75 channels
-High speed internet
access available
-$395.00 single/
$495.00 double
-Long & short term leases
available
-All utitilites included
-Near campus

352.7365
Week Days between 10-4
354.3182
After Hours and weekends

the weekend is almost here

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown B G. • 3!">3-1361
wwwcla-<:el.':om

E.T.

Waking
Life3

PG
Mon TU»a W*d 500

The Maij ,Who
Wasn'tvTJhere

fg>NEWLPVE

332 S. Main
352-5620 (our only office)

wmmm

WHATEVER

ISSHM.

fALL 2002 LEASING

Campbell Hill Apartments

(308, 314,318, 324, 3*6, 3*8 8< 330 Campbell hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, Dishwasher, garbage disposals
• Rent from £775.00/1110.

TO MAKE
YOUR SUB

Heinz Apartments

XI,
rii'c

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 &451 Frazee Ave.)
•3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves
• Rent from J8oo.oo/mo.

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace
• Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from $750 00/mo.

kii
Close
t0
r
Campus

S3L3- East Merry Ave Apt?.
• 2 bedroom
• Furnished
• Dishwasher, garbage disposals
■ Rent from J700.00/mo.

Burrwood Subdivision

55
35

(1453,1459,1467,1468 Brookwood Dr.)
• 3 8< 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1-2 car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers ■■j-'-r*
•washer 8t dryer in every home
• Spacious rooms, gas fireplaces
•walk in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/ shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)

CE

Mon- Frl
9am- spm

Brand
New
Housing

Saturday
9am- 1pm

rYl

as r*T~r
1.

_r ■ ■ 1

J at

:

m mmmmi m *

11/ ft

VISIT Oil WEBSITE

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

•PRICES GOOD THROUGH 4/19/02*

GREENBRIAR, INC.

OOSTER ST.'• 82-0W

2£

GREAT
JIMMY
JOHN'S

SUBS
WE DELIVER

352-7200
FAX 352-7

BOWLING GREEN
HOURS: SUN-THURS11-2AM FRI-SAT114AM
C »M *■ Wail FrwcMM, Inc.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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www.b2news.com/campus

2001 WOOD COUNTY REPORT AVAILABLE
The Board of County Commissioners released the
2001 Wood County Annual Report last week on the
county's web site, www.co.wood.oh.us. To request a
printed copy of the report, contact the commissioner's
office at 419-354-9100.

CAMPUS

CAMPUS EVENTS
10 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
HEALTH FAIR
Come be involved in BGSU's patriotic health fair to get more information
on sexual assault risk reduction from
CASO and learn about other health
related topics.
Olscamp 101

TODAY:

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CHARTER ONE BANK TABLE
Charter One Bank will be handing
out information on the bank and their
available checking accounts.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
CLOTHESLINE PROJECT DISPLAY
Presented by CASO and the Office
of Residence Life.
Education lawn

10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BOX CITY
RAFFLE
Contact Sayaka Sekiguchi at 3523958.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS TABLE
An information table will be held on
campus.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

10-30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST
Alpha Phi Alpha is sponsoring the
scholarship contest and they will be
selling banquet tickets.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
BFA SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION II
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students
at the Baccalaureate level, these exhibitions showcase series of works by
each of the artists. Contact Jaquehne
S. Nathan.
Willard Wankleman Gallery

11 a.m.
UPS RECRUITING TABLE
UPS is conducting interviews. Day
and night shifts available.
Career Sen/ices 300
Noon - 2 p.m.
SPRING FUNDRAISER/KARAOKE!
Sponsored by BGSU Men's Chorus.
Pedestrian mall

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
EARTH DAY S K
The Environmental Health Student
Group will be promoting the event.
Union lobby

2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
EMPOWERMENT GROUP

NEWIPVE
Rentals

117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished
lower duplex with a double living room.
Large kitchen, front porch and a basement. Gas heat. Resident pays utilities.
$535.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
342 112 S. Main St.: One bedroom
unfurnished apartment. Nice residential
area. Resident pays utilities. Laundry
facilities on property. $385.00 per month
for a 12 month lease.
102 Ordway: One bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Nice residential area.
Resident pays utilities. Laundry facilities
on property. $385.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

332 S. Main
(our only office)

Yale ignores federal
law, reimburses aid

Student support group for women
survivors of abusive dating relationships. It's a space for women at all
stages of recovery Confidentiality is
emphasized. Contact Deidra Bennett
at 372-2190.
Location TBA
2 p.m.
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
The display is part ol Women's
Studies community action program.
Union Lobby

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW HAVEN, Conn. —
Skirting a federal policy, Yale
University will become the
fourth college in the country to
reimburse students who lose
financial aid because of convictions for drug possession.
Yale joins Hampshire College
and Swarthmore College in
adopting such a policy in
response to the federal "DrugFree Student Aid" law. Western
Washington University gives a
scholarship of $750 to those who
lose aid.
The Ivy League university will
not reimburse students convicted of drug offenses other than
possession, The
Hartford
Courant reported yesterday.
The law prohibits students
convicted of drug offenses from
receiving federal Gnancial aid.

6 p.m. -9 p.m.
NATIONAL LATINO CAREER DAYLATINO AWARENESS WEEK
See history in the making as the
University becomes the first state university in Ohio to host National Latino
Career Day. Corltact 372-8325.
Olscamp 101B
8 p.m.
FACULTY ARTIST SERIES: JAZZ
QUARTET
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall

9:15 p.m.
UAO PRESENTS: ALI
A biography of sports legend
Muhammed Ah from his early days to
his days in the ring. Starnng Will
Smith.
Union Theater

\&9 ond

2002
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to all who participated in Anchor Splash this past
Sunday in helping us achieve our goal. We raised
$5,349 which will go to the Toledo Sight Center

Taste of BG ■

Free food1vote for your favorite
first 100 people free picture with
[_
Freddie and Fredia!
WIN

Pizza Hut
Domino's
Subway
Barry Bagels
...and more!

Trip to NYO!

Anderson Arena • Thursday April 18 • 8-10 pm ,

www. newloverealty. com

Yale administrators say no Yale
student is in (hat group.
Groups that support Yale's
decision call it a powerful statement that will spur momentum
for their cause.
"This sends a message loud
and clear not just to the education community, but also to the
lawmaking community," said
Darrell Rogers, the national outreach coordinator for Students
for Sensible Drug Policy.
Under the federal rules, those
with one drug-possession
offense are ineligible for federal
college aid for one year after
conviction. A second drug-possession or first drug-sale conviction means ineligibility for two
years. More convictions bar aid
indefinitely, unless the offender
undergoes drug rehabilitation.

Thank you...

End of tile year BASffl

352-5620

Students lose their aid temporarily
or
permanently,
depending on the severity and
number of offenses.
"It comes from a desire that
Yale students not have their education interrupted because they
could no longer afford school,"
Yale spokesman Tom Conroy
said.
Conroy said university officers
approved the change and told
students of it last week.
The law has been in effect
since 1998, but only since
President Bush has been in
office has it been enforced.
By early March, about 47,000
of the 10.5 million federal aid
applicants for the school year
faced possible denial of aid
because of the law, according to
the U.S. Education Department.

I by University Ambassadors & Student Alumni Assocji

Congratulations to the winners
of these events:
Fraternity RelaySigma Chi

Sorority RelayAlpha Omicron Pi

Synchronized SwimmingLambda Chi Alpha

Synchronized SwimmingAlpha Xi Delta

Overall CompetitionLambda Chi Alpha

Overall CompetitionAlpha Xi Delta

Best Eyes of Anchor Splash went to Katie Geist of
Kappa Kappa Gamma!

£

£

When Jerome library
opened In 1967, the
builders hadforgotton to
build telephone Jacks
Into the whole building!

—

Beer was first
sola on campus
in what year?
A. 1915 C. 1965
B. 1950 D. 1970

BGSU
TRIVIA
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INDIA HAS ■i■i
ft
|50 MILLION|
^MONKEYS!!!?
■;

fc ««««««««.

♦ Resort-style Pool & Jacuzzi ♦

At Sterling you will MOT
get stuck with your roommates bills! Leases are
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OPINION

"I had dreaded this moment along with
countless others... She seemed gloriously
unstoppable."
A grieving Prince Charles reflecling on the death of his grandmother, the
Queen Mum.

'-\VIR.K EDITORIAL OXFORD,MISS.

Americans must look for alternatives to oil
Things are turning black
again for America. On
the heels of terrorism,
anthrax, a war in Afghanistan
and chaos in the Holy Land,
Iraq announced Tues. they
would suspend oil exports for a
month as a protest against
Israel occupying the West
Bank.
An oil crisis isn't new for the
global energy and business
concerns, but this latest power

play by Iraqi president Saddam
Hussein to control events in
the West Bank and to ultimately try and force America's hand
points to two conclusions.
First, America has to finally
move beyond its dependency
on oil. For years alternative
power sources have been
proven effective and cost-efficient, but oil lobbyists have
squashed their potential. While
oil is a big business in America,
it's minor in comparison to the

Middle East, the last place our
country should be relying on
for an economic cornerstone.
If not now, when?
Technology has shown that
automobiles, industrial
mechanics and heating devices
can work on sources other
than oil. Congress must ignore
its deep-pocketed "contributors" and look towards creating
power that doesn't come from
nations such as Iraq. Outside of
fuel issues, Americans have

long resisted mass transportation in comparison to Asian
countries and most of Europe.
Suddenly carpooling or taking
the subway will do more than
help emissions problems, it
will help stabilize our oilreliant economy.
Until steps are taken,
Americans will face situations
such as the upcoming summer. Usually a time for a natural gas hike due to traveling, a
disruption in foreign supply

could put a heavy burden on
consumers. The projected
average for a gallon of gas has
been set just under $1.50 for
this summer according to
CNN. Expect that figure to rise
if the situation in the Middle
East intensifies.
Secondly, Saddam has all but
screamed for a conflict in cutting off oil supplies. Watched
closely since Sept. 11, Iraq is
now calling attention to itself
and possibly bringing a war

upon itself. If Hussein has any
intentions for peace and diplomacy (which is extremely
doubtful), he'll immediately
back off. With America hot on
the trail of terrorist organizations and countries sympathizing with extremists, Iraq would
be best served by laying low.
Sadly, it seems that won't be
the case, and America is now
facing another long conflict.

.
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Speak out
against rape
and assault
Every week, we read another
story about sexual assault and
rape. In Ohio, we have a unique
opportunity to play a significant
role in the solution to end sexual
violence.
The Ohio Sexual Assault Task
Force (OSATF) is seeking public
comments on the status of sexual assault services and prevention programs throughout Ohio.
Five regional public hearings will
be held during April and May.
Northwest Ohio's will be held on

April 15 at Lima Memorial
Hospital Annex 1228 Memorial
Lane, in Lima. OSATF will then
issue a report on ways to develop, maintain and/or improve
service based on the hearings.
OSATF encourages advocates,
survivors, the medical community, schools, communities of faith,
law enforcement, the court system and others to speak out or
submit written comments.
Specifically, they want to know
"What is working?" "What is not
working?" "What are possible
solutions?" and "How does this
effect you, your family and our
community?"
Each person will have five
minutes to speak. If you are
unable to attend, you can pass

along your questions/comments
by calling the YWCA Rape Crisis
Center at (419) 241 -3235 or by
sending written comments to the
OSATF or YWCA Rape Crisis
Center. You can register to speak
by calling |o Simonsen, OSATF
coordinator, at (800) 282-3040.
Hearing sites are wheelchair
accessible.
I would like to encourage
everyone to take the time to this
matter. Let us be pro-active and
speak out to this issue. Let us
make Ohio safer for everyone.

PAM VANCAMP
DIRECTOR
YWCA RAPE CRISIS CENTER

Equal but different
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
TIM
BROWN

Do you remember
your first kiss?

BRAD 0NTR0P
SENIOR

"Yes, I was 13 and it
was wet."

Cutting teams was a mistake
ALICIA
KELSO
Guest Column

I've seen grown men vomit,
cry, cringe with pain just from
lifting their arms. I practiced with
the men's swim team for four
years. In fact, a big reason I chose
BG was because the men's and
women's teams trained together.
Bizarre how antiquated such
thinking has since become.
The men's swimming program
■ has been around since 1939.
Seems we've recently adopted a
'Thanks for maintaining the tradition, boys, don't let the door hit
your ass on the way out" attitude.
There's a lot at issue with the
University eliminating four
sports, and Title IX often surfaces
first. Written in 1972 (when it was
necessary), Title DC has great
intentions, but it's off-center.
Most Division 1 football programs don't rum a profit (including Bowling Green), yet they're
still required to hand out 88 fullride, five-year scholarships to
maintain that holy status. For
some reason, however, the four
whole scholarships allotted to
the men's swim team have
exhausted enough resources to
cause for its extinction.
The premise of the law is
archaic. It's not 1972 anymore.
There are now many women's
sports, and budgets need to fit a
bigger realm accordingly. That's

virtually impossible with so
many scholarships going to one
sport. But it doesn't seem like
many people are questioning the
set-up of Title DC and it seems
like men's sports have been getting cut without much of a fight.
But if the situation at Bowling
Green was really a Title DC thing
and not a budget thing, then the
Athletic Department wouldn't
have left an inkling of hope.
Men's swimming could be saved
if alumni come up with $ 1.5 million.
Unfortunately, there's not
much time to bring that inkling
of hope to fruition and, suspiciously, if it's been "years" since
these sports have been in jeopardy, as AD Paul Krebs suggested
last week, then why wasn't anyone made aware then so the
fund-raising could've started
years ago?
Another thing 1 don't really
understand is that life without
these sports will save the department a mere drop in its $3.4 million debt-filled bucket. Yet we
renovate the baseball field, erect
new lights at the stadium and
immediately terminate one of
our highest paid coaches and
buy out the rest of his contract.
Alumni contributions specifically
designate funds to go towards
these endeavors, but I'm curious
if these donors were aware of
how dire the situation was at
their alma mater and if maybe,
just maybe, they would've
checked the "general designation" box instead of the "new,
unnecessary, FAA-unfriendly

lights" box when writing their
checks.
President Sidney Ribeau was
quick to describe how severe the
situation is and that there's not a
brighter financial future for the
institution on the horizon. Quite
a bold statement from someone
who just accepted a beefy 19 percent raise.
All around the spending done
by the University, especially
including the Athletic
Department and particularly in
the past few years, has never
really indicated that there was a
desperate situation at hand.
How desperate? Ask the swimmer who has just one year of eligibility left, the one who got so
close to winning MAC's this year,
he probably could've done it had
his shaving techniques been a bit
better. Ask his roommate who's
never scored a MAC point in his
life, but who cried uncontrollably
upon hearing the news, wondering how he's going to fill this void.
These guys get up at 5 am,
they sacrifice months'of being
anti-social, they masochistically
walk into practice knowing it's
going to hurt and they don't
mind a bit. It's the same with the
tennis team. It's the same with
the track team. And a majority of
these guys don't even get paid to
do it... profound evidence that
this decision isn't only heartbreaking it's embarrassing.

Alicia Kelso is an alumni of the
University.

DIANA DOYLE
FRESHMAN

"Yeah, it was in the
first grade by an ugly
r
*«/

BARRETT LEWIS
SOPHOMORE

"No way! There's just
been so many since
then!'

ANNE MARIE SWEENEY
SOPHOMORE

"Yes. His name was
Jason. I was 12 and
playing spin the
bottle.''

Opinion columnist

For the most part, men and
women have achieved a level
of equality in American society.
"Gender roles" are becoming a
thing of the past. Men are
adopting traditional female
practices (for example, men
can now take "paternity leave"),
and women have proven that
they can do anything men can.
(Women's sports are thriving,
and women have achieved
equality in the competitive
world of business). While I welcome fair treatment for everyone, 1 don't think that the complete abandonment of traditional gender roles is a good
thing If we refuse to recognize
that there are necessary differences between the sexes, then
we will become a boring
androgynous, poorly functioning society.
Sexual politics have obviously been greatly influenced by
the struggle for gender equality.
Doing away with gender roles
and expectations is the easy
solution... if women and men
have little to no distinction,
then sexism cannot exist.
That's not the kind of world I
want to live in! As a heterosexual guy, I want to marry a
woman - not a perfect balance
of testosterone and estrogen
who is in perfect sync with my
perfect balance of testosterone
and estrogen. The principle
that makes love between the
sexes work so spectacularly is
the way that men and women
bring different things to the
relationship and complement
one another.
To get a better understanding of what I'm talking about,
take a look at courtship etiquette over the last 50 years.
While women had little influence in the business and athletic world, they were placed
on a pedestal. Women were
romanced by considerate gentlemen who always walked
them to the doorstep, pulled
out their chairs for them, and
opened doors. These practices
no longer exist in society. I
recall a feminist writer saying
that these "traditional courtesies" are nothing more than a
chauvinistic display of men's
control over women. Opening
a door for a woman implies
that she is too weak to do it
herself. Escorting a woman
through a crowded room by

CRAIG GIFFORD, MANAGING EDITOR

Submission policy
Do wu agree with all of this? We

gently guiding the small of her
back implies ownership over
her. With all due respect to
feminists that agree with that,
that's a terribly misguided perception of such actions.
Treating a lady with dignity,
and respect is not chauvinism,
its chivalry!
Unfortunately, chivalry is
dead in 2002. Everyone has
heard the cliche "Men are
pigs." I once saw a bumper
sticker that said something to
the effect of, "Feminism is the
radical belief that women are
people." (Disclaimer: I realize
that this view is not representative of the true message of feminism. It is, however, a view
that many women share...)
Would the woman who proudly displays this bumper sticker
on her car appreciate it more if
men refused to acknowledge
her uniquely feminine characteristics (by treating her just as
they would a malefriend)?
Should the statement,
"Women and children first" be
replaced with, "We need an
equal number of biological
parents from each sex to please
take your child and get into the
life boat?" Abolishing chivalrous customs will not give
women a greater sense of
respect.
There's nothing wrong with
women breaking into the traditionally male positions (sports
and business, for example).
Additionally, it's great that men
are taking a more liberal
approach towards their role in
the family (i.e. stay at home
dads). We are the first culture in
history to be civilized enough
to realize that we are better off
allowing everyone the opportunity to succeed. But we need
to "filter" what were getting rid
of... sexism is outdated, but
chivalry is DL Certain gender
roles are positive in society.
Men like women and women
like men. A society of pan-sexuals would be boring and sad.
So, ladies, when you're out with
a gentleman, act Uke a lady. Be
receptive to appropriate compliments, let your natural
beauty show, and don't feel
ashamed to expect certain
courtesies from your male
companion. Gentlemen, act
like a gentleman. Pull out your
female companion's chair, walk
her to the door, carry her bag
or books for her, and never
expect her open her own door.
So now that we're all aware that
women are people, let's rip that
bumper sticker off and replace
it with "Chivalry is the radical
idea that there are two sexes."

MARIE CHICHE, CO-NEWS EDITOR
DAN NIED, CO-NEWS EDITOR
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FORMER OSU PLAYER FACES DEATH SENTENCE
COLUMBUS (AP) — A former high school star athlete
who was recruited to play football for Ohio State
University has been indicted for the rape and murder
of a video game store owner during a robbery.
Andrew Lee, 20, could face the death sentence if convicted of the slaying on March 25 of Shauna
Sandercock, 20.

STATO
Settlement approved
in Cinci police lawsuit
By Lea Comwetl
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI —The final group
unanimously approved a proposed settlement yesterday of a
year-old lawsuit that accused
Cincinnati police of harassing
black people for decades.
"This is really a historic day in
Cincinnati because lor the first
time we will be embarking on a
new era in police-community relations," Scott Greenwood, counsel
for the American Civil Liberties
Union in Ohio, said at a news conference announcing the ACLU
vote.
He said the agreement allows
police to have a voice when it
comes to police-community relations and allows for verifiable
checks on uses of police power.
"That really is a deep change in
Cincinnati, and it makes us a
national model instead of something that is held up to scorn and
ridicule," said Greenwood.
All 27 members of the ACLU in
Ohio who voted on the tentative
deal approved it The ACLU was
the fourth and final party to
approve the proposed settlement
reached last week. The Cincinnati
Black United Front the city and the

the Associated Press

ABUSE CASE: Bishop Anthony Pilla is forming a commision to evaluate the handling of abuse cases.

Funeral mass held for priest
accused of sexual abuse
By Ihomas J. Sheeran
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Roman
Catholic Bishop Anthony M.
Pilla and more than 100
priests concelebrated the
funeral Mass on yesterday for
a priest who killed himself
three days after a sex abuse
allegation against him surfaced.
"Hope carries us beyond
the present pain, anger, loss
and confusion to a new day,"
Pilla said at the funeral for the

Rev. Don Rooney, 48.
Rooney was found dead of a
self-inflicted gunshot wound
last Thursday in Hinckley,
three days after a woman told
the diocese that he had sexually abused her when she was
a girl in 1980 when he was
assigned to Sacred Heart
Church
in
suburban
Wadsworth.
"Hope helps us to rise above
this seeming defeat and to see
the healing love of God," Pilla
said in a sermon greeted with

applause from the overflow
congregation at St. Anthony of
Padua Church in Parma where
Rooney had been assigned.
Pilla encouraged mourners
to be stouthearted in the face
of the clergy sex abuse crisis.
"The present — for all its
problems — is still filled with
limitless possibilities," he
said. "It is easy to lose our
heart and our nerve as the crisis facing the church presses
in upon us. It is easy, but it is
not necessary."

Fraternal Order of Police already
have approved it Rejection by any
of the parties could have sent the
case to trial.
The deal still must be approved
by a federal judge. Alphonse
Gerhardslein, a lawyer for the black
plaintiffs in the class-action suit,
said he hopes to get all the signatures on the agreement and file it
Friday with U.S. District Judge

Susan Dlott
He said the judge could give provisional approval by Monday and
final approval could come 45 to 50
days later after a required hearing
to detennine if the deal is fair.
Both attorneys praised the collaborative aspect of the agreement
which creates a new agency to
review complaints against
police.

Associated Press

APPROVAL Cincinnati Mayor Charlie Luken listens to a proposal
that settled a lawsuit against the city's police department.

Looking fo
Employmen
Woodland Mall Job Fair
Friday, April 12th ^
10:00am-6 :OOpm
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GREENBRIAR
Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street

• Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
•A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm
Sat9am-lpm

445EWbosterSt
Pawling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717

"Dos and Don'ts of Business Attire"
fashion show at noon
Employers participating include: AllianceOne,
Anne Grady Corporation, Blakely Care Center,
DISalle Real Estate Company, Kelly Home
Services, Lucas County Commissioners, Lucas
County Juvenile Court, Ohio State Highway
Patrol, Owens-Illinois Plastic Closure, Renhill,
United Parcel Service, U.S. Army, Wood County
Hospital, and many others

GUINBRbUL, INC.
v w w w, n*t orf. I - gbrvflUl

THE AFRICAN PEOPLES ASSOCIATION,
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY,
Cordially invites you to
AFRICAN WEEK 2002
April 8 to April 13

Get out of the April Showers
& into a new Apartment
2 Bedroom Apartments Close to Campus
Prices Available for Croups of 2 or 3
• 320 ELM: 2 bdrm furnished apts.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
$520.00 FOR 12 MONTH LEASE OR
$620.00 FOR 9 MONTH LEASE.

•520 E. REED: 2 bdrm furnished apts
FREE WATER & SEWER. $520.00 FOR
12 MONTH LEASE OR $620.00 FOR 9
MONTH LEASE.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Mam
352-5620
vvwwjiewlovereaUv.com

Management Ine.

Now Signing Leases for
2002-2003 Listing

Brand New
Hillsdale

2 Bedroom
Apartments

Efficiency &
1 Bedroom
Apartments

Coming for August 16 MOVE IN

Monday 4/8 and Friday 4/12
Movie: "Lumumba," directed by Raoul Peck,
Monday 7pm, Friday 6pm, Union Theatre, FREE.
Thursday 4711
Soccer Match: APASTAZ vs. World United,
11pm, Perry Field House, FREE.
Friday 4/12
Presentation: "Can Africa Leapfrog into the SuperInformation Age?" by world renowed inventor and
computer scientist, Dr. Philip Emeagwali
Noon-2pm, Olscamp 111, FREE.
Saturday 4/13
29th Annual African Buffet Dinner with cuisine from
various nations and live entertainment, 6pm,
St. Thomas More Parish (Thurstin Ave. across from Mac),
$5.00 per person. Tickets on sale at the union and
will also be available at the door on the 13th.
JOIN US FOR A TASTE OF AFRICA!

1082 Fairview Ave.

2 Bdrm Apts.
A/C, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal,
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Starting at $680/mo. + utilities

A

Management Inc.

710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$710/month t utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$680/monlh * utilities
Parkview Apartments 1048 N. Maul
KiTnodekxl, Dishwasher, Disposal
Starts at S50D/month ♦ electric
Starts at S13U/ month ♦ utilties. can have a pet

Heiiusite Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
S410/monlh* utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$3907 month * utilities
Willow House Apartments 830 Fourth Street
A/C, Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal
Starts at S40U7 month . electric and gas
Evergreen Apartments 215 E Poe
Efficiencies and large 1 bdrms, large living area,
on-site laundry. Start, at S250/month

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 419-353-5800 • http://www.wcnet.org/~mecca/

am
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Hunt named East
Player of the Week

April 10,
2002
••••
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Bowling Green baseball's
Kelly Hunt was named MidAmerican Conference East
Division Player of the Week on
Monday by the MAC media
relations office.
Hunt batted .524 (ll-for-21)
in five games last week for the
Brown and Orange, helping
the Falcons to a 4-1 record
and a 3-1 record against visiting Ohio University over the
weekend. The Toledo Central
Catholic graduate slugged
three two-run home runs and
drove in nine runs while scoring six times. Hunt, who also
had a .952 slugging percentage, had four multi-hit and
multi-RBI games.

Softball
hosts
Akron
today
By Jason A. Dixon
THE BC HEWS

If you profess to follow the
women's softball team, then
you know that an inauspicious
12-17-1 record thus far could
quickly sink into an irretrievable pattern of disrepair if the
Falcons do not find a way to
end their four game home losing streak.
BG begins a week in which
it plays five games against
Mid-American Conference
opponents when it hosts the
Akron Zips in today's doubleheader.
The Zips are coming off a 71 victory over Cleveland State
and currently sit atop the
Eastern Division Standings
with a 9-1 mark in conference
play and an overall record of
19-7.
Akron may lead the division, but it has fallen on hard
times in past contests against
the Falcons. BG holds a 32-161 advantage over Akron and
has defeated it in the last five
meetings. Junior Kandice
Machain, who is one of the
team leaders in RBIs and team
leader in home runs, felt that
recent success should give the
team some confidence heading into the game.
"Right now, we have a lot of
confidence," Machain said.
"The fact that we have beaten
the Zips in the last five meetings should definitely play in
our advantage. It just shows
how we have played against
them in the past."
After the Zips, BG heads
into Oxford for a weekend
series against a struggling
Miami Redhawk squad. But
Machain felt the team will not
be overlooking the Zips.
"We definitely take it one
game at a time," Machain said.
"Our focus is on going out
there and playing some good
ball against Akron, and afterwards, we'll move on to the
Redhawks."
Head Coach Leigh RossShaw, who became the fastest
coach in BG history to reach
100 victories earlier this season, is only 35 wins away from
the school's all-time leader,
Jaccqie Joseph.
The players who been a
large part Ross-Shaw's success, may cause that number
to diminish quicker by the day
if they continue to put up the
numbers they have through
the first 20 games.
Despite a 3-6 conference
record and being outscored
21-8 in the last four ball
games, the Facons have been
lead by some strong individual
petformapces.
Junior
(Shortstop Libby Voshetl and
Machain have boasted the
team's .265 batting average
■respectively
BC has only been able to
score 105 runs compared to
their opponents 124, and have
PJlit fJUMye runs as a team.
TJuFt?W|5*reason the Falcons
have been able to remain
competitive is because of their
SOFTBALL, fW*-

www.bgnews.com/sports
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Martin replaced a legend
By Jason A. Dixon
THE BC NEWS

Conventional wisdom tells us
that it is never an easy task to
replace a legend. And about four
years ago, Sterling Martin found
himself in that situation when
he was hired as the new head
coach of the Bowling Green
men's track and cross country
teams
Imagine you're Martin, and
you were selected as one of the
candidates to replace Sidney
Sink., a seven-time All-American
while at BG and head coach for
I8 years, who would be steooine
down at the ena ol the 1997-98
season. If hired, you have just
become the person trying to
keep one of the school's most
traditionally strong programs at
the height of success.
"They were doing an intensive search for a track and cross
country coach at the time. I
guess their initial applicants fell
through, and I was in the second
round," Martin said. "Naturally, 1
felt some pressure when I was
hired. In fact, some of my friends
said I should follow someone as
unsuccessful as possible to ease
the pressure."
Martin eschewed the advice
and became the Falcons' new
head coach six weeks into the
1998 fall semester. Martin had
spent two years at the University
of Northern Iowa, eight years at
Iowa State and 10 at Drake
University.
When he arrived at BG, he
brought a style of coaching that
had never been seen before in
these particular sports. Sink
used an approach that was more
relaxing and perhaps more
appealing to the athletes. Martin
knew his demanding mentality
would take some time for everyone to grow accustomed to.
"Our styles were very different, and that was something the
athletes had to get used to,"
Martin said. "I was successful
before coming here, and I
brought that style to produce the
same results, knowing there
would
some
transition
involved."

HcliHurmBGNem

TRACK COACH: Sterling Martin is the head coach of the BG men's track and cross country teams. He came to BG in 1997 following the
retirement of former coach Sidney Sink.

As Martin expected, both
teams went through a transitional period during his first year.
The cross country team finished
ninth in the Mid-American
Conference championships,
while the track team placed
eighth in the 1999 Outdoor MAC
Championships.
Aside from a fourth place finish in the 1999 MAC cross countrychampionships, neitherteam
was able to finish higher than
sixth in its respective conference
championships during the 2000
and 2001 seasons
Martin was finding that the
formula of success that made
him so successful at NIU, Iowa
State and Drake was taking a litUe longer to manifest itself at BG.
This past year, Martin entered
the cross country season with

one of his most talented squads.
However, the team placed eighth
in the 2001 MAC cross country
championships.
After the cross country team
concluded its season, finishing
25th out of 31 teams at the NCAA
Great Lakes Invitational, Martin
shifted his attention towards
track.
With veterans such as Zerian
Peterson, Josh Cook and Ricco
Ogglesby, along with Freshmen
Andre George and Durond
Clark, who was the state champion in the 100 and 200-meter
dash, Martin began the season
with optimism and high expectations.
The Falcons started strong
finishing in first place at the
BGSU Invitational. The team
continued to make strides from

Dayton swipes six,
beats Falcons 8-3
By Derek McCord
THE BG NEWS

Yesterday at the Warren Steller
Field, one team showed up looking like a NCAA Division I baseball team while the other looked
like a terrible imitation of the
Bad News Bears.
The University of Dayton
Flyers rode to an 8-3 victory
against the Bowling Green
Falcons by only hitting one extra
base hit and having sue stolen
bases.
The Flyer attack started right
at the beginning of the game
with left fielder Tom Beechem
reaching base off a Matt
Hundley walk. Hundley went on
to hit Mike Kerins with a pitch to
set up Shawn Bolinger with a RBI
single to drive in Beechem.
The second inning proved no
better for Hundley as he gave up
another run as Flyer shortstop
Jeff Bourassa accounted" for his
second hit by pitch victim of the
•"day He was later hit in by Matt'
Mcdesky tp give the Flyers a 2-0
lead after two.
Hundley continued to struggle in the fifth inning as he
walked two Flyer hitters while
giving up two singles and a double which resulted in McClesky,
Rory Thornton and Beechem
touching the plate.
The defense that has been an
essential part of Falcon baseball
for the past few years let them
down as two errors resulted in

three more runs being put on the
board. This inning gave
Beechem his third run on the
day as he also went 2-4 with the
bat.
Although Hundley (1-2) went
on to give up eight runs, he was
only credited with five of them
being earned. BG coach Danny
Schmitz felt that he looked better than his pitching score line
would state.
"1 thought Man threw OK."
Schmitz said. "We just didn't give
him much defensive support.
We made four errors, which is
unusual for our team. We have
been fielding pretty dam good
all year, but today we just didn't
make any plays for him. He
struggled early, but besides that I
thought he threw OK."
Falcon third baseman Jimmy
Lipari was credited with three of
the Falcons four enors.
The offense for BG came a little too late as Spencer Schmitz
and Neil Schmitz led off the
eighth inning with a single and a
double. With them on base,
catcher Tim NeweD launched his
fourth home of the season over
the right center fence.
Dayton
pitcher
Drew
Chesebro with his shutout going
into the eighth inning was
replaced in the ninth by Aaron
Pahs. Before he went to the
bench, though, Chesebro struck
out four batters, walked two and
gave up eight hits, giving him a

1-1 record on the season.
For coach Schmitz, though,
the team didn't look good for
him right from the start
"I really didn't like our
approach today," said Schmitz.
"Dayton came out and outhustied us in every face of the game
right from the get go, and I am
disappointed. We have to be prepared for the game each and
every day because we cannot go
into a game and think that we
can win automatically."
The Falcons fall to 11-15 on
the season and will head to
Detroit today before resuming
Mid-American Conference play
again with Buffalo during the
weekend.
DAYTON 8. BG 3
GRAND THEFT: Da Aon
baserunners turned the game
into a track meet, swiping six
bases off the Falcons.
ERRORS: BG third baseman
Jimmy Lipari had a defensive
game to forget, committing
three miscues. The Falcons
had four errors in the game
overall.
CLOUT: Catcher Tim Newell hit
his fourth home run of the season, a opposite field blast in
the bottom of the eighth inning
which accouted for all three
Falcon runs.

the previous year, but could only
take home a ninth place finish in
the MAC indoor championships.
The effort was there, Martin
was just searching for ways to
make BG one of the top programs in the conference again.
Then, on March 20, Martin
and his athletes were hit with
news that shocked the entire
campus when Athletic Director
Paul Krebs revealed to Martin
that indoor and outdoor track
would be cut after the season.
His thoughts were no longer on
the success of the Falcons, but
the reasons for the decision.
"With the type of success that
we have had in the past and the
tradition of track and field, I was
very disappointed," Martin said.
"When you also look at the historical significance that this

sport has played in the recruitment of minority students outside of revenue sports, I thought
elimination would be the last
thing that crossed our minds.
"The athletes were very disappointed as well, because this
sport is a way of life to these kids
They're committed to being successful in the sport, and to have it
taken away like that was very
painful," Martin said. "Those
athletes made a commitment to
graduate from BG, and the
University put them in a difficult
situation."
The top priorities for Martin
will be to keep his team working
hard until the season ends and
to help the athletes who want to
MARTIN, PAGE 8

Steller Field stands
new and improved
By Zach Baker
THE BG NEWS

Most people realize that
there have been many changes
to the facilities that house
Falcons sports in the past year.
When the football team put
in lights at Doyt L Perry
Stadium, it was big news. With
the $2.1 million cost of the
lights, as well as the talk of a
multi-million dollar sports
complex for basketball, some
may have overlooked the
downright minuscule sum of
$209,000 that was spent to renovate the grandstands at
Warren Stellar Field
Assistant Athletic Director
Jim Elsasser said that the
improvements made to the
park were necessary.
"The age of the previous
grandstands and the amount
of repair that it needed to
maintain a safe and adequate
seating environment for the
fans was the reason for it,"
Elsasser said. "V/e want to be
able to provide first class faculties,"
Along with the new grandstands, the park also features a
new, state of the art press box
"and new backstop netting.
Elsasser said that the changes
are just thlj first phase in a
number of rcnovations'fliat he
hopes are fofthcoming| for the
field.
"We want to provide more
amenities to the fans that
come," Elsasser said. "We hope

"The difference
between this season and last season is like night
and day."
JIM ELSASSER, ASSISTANT A.D.

to put in a permanent concession stand, permanent rest
rooms and locker rooms that
would house both baseball and
softball, but we can only go as
fast as we can."
Money is another issue.
Elsasser estimates that completing the renovation would
cost $1 million. With the recent
financial struggles of the athletic department, that renovation
could take time to implement.
Regardless, Elsasser .wants
the fans to know tiiat coming
out to watch the Falcons play
will be a more enjoyable experience this season than last
"The difference between this
season and last season is night
and day," Elsasser said. "The
accessible seating, the new feel
to the grandstands and |he
new seats should make it! so
that you can really look forward to enjoying the game."
With all these improvements, the only concerns of the
fans should be with the weathJI

SPORTS
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Hens open new
home with win

***

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press

AIR PARADE: F-16s from the 180 fighter wing based in Toledo flyover Fifth Third Field before the first game in the Mud Hens' new home.

TOLEDO — Ryan lackson
drove in the winning run with a
sixth-inning single and Eric
Munson nil the first home run
in Fifth Third Field history as the
Toledo Mud Hens opened their
new home yesterday afternoon
with a 7-5 International league
victory over the Norfolk Tides.
A crowd of 12,134 fans, the
largest for a game in Toledo
since 1966, saw actor lamie Farr
throw out the ceremonial first
pitch, with most of those in
attendance still on hand when
Mud Hens reliever Julio Santana
struck out the side in the ninth.
Norfolk's Chris Latham
popped out on the first pitch bv
TimKalita.
The Mud Hens took a 2-0 lead
in the first inning on run-scor-

ing singles by Jackson and
Munson, but the Tides scored
five runs in the fourth on only
two hits.
Jason Phillips drove in one
run with a fielder's choice, two
more scored as a result of an
error by Toledo shortstop Omar
Infante, Jorge Toca hit an RBI
single.
Munson's two-run homer in
the fourth, his first of the year,
off Juan Cerros made it 5-4.
A triple by Jarrod Patterson
and Jackson's single drove in
runs in the Toledo fifth, and
Infante made it 7-5 with a runscoring single in the sixth.
Kalita (1-1) lasted seven
innings, limiting Norfolk to
three hits. Four of the five runs
he allowed were unearned.

New stadium, new views
ByJohnSeewer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOLEDO—Cheryl Hardy traded her ticket behind home plate
for a rooftop view yesterday on
opening day at the Toledo Mud
Hens' new $39 million downtown
ballpark.
"Where else can you do this?"
she said standing atop one of the
buildings surrounding Fifth Third
Field. "Where else can I have 20
friends over for a game?"
A keg of beer and hot dogs and
hamburgers on the grill completed the office party three stories
above street level and just beyond
the right field fence.
The downtown skyline and
minor league baseball will never

look the same.
More than 12,000 fans crowded
into the park and hundreds
peered through iron fences from
outside on the sidewalks. And
they watched from an apartment
building and parking garage
behind left field.
"It just changes the complexion
of this city totally," said actor Jamie
Farr, who made his hometown
team famous while wearing a
Mud Hens cap on TVs "M-A-SH."
"When I was growing up, everybody "would come downtown,"
Farr said just before throwing out
the ceremonial first pitch. "This
will bring the community back
together."

The Mud Hens did their part
with a 7-5 victory over Norfolk.
Toledo's Eric Munson hit the first
home run, and Julio Santana
struck out the side in the ninth
inning to finish the game in grand
style.
The move takes the top farm
team of the Detroit Tigers from
one of the International League's
worst parks—Skeldon Stadium at
the county fairgrounds — to a
ballpark that is major league in
everyway.
Players no longer have to worry
about splinters from wooden
benches in the dugout or walking
through the stands just to get to
the locker rooms.
And for the fans, there are pic-

nic areas, a playground and a
video replay board.
No more poles obstruct the
view, and there's no more bench
seats. There's also a sweeping view
of downtown.
"It looks like a pro ballfield with
all the buildings," said Mike Glenn
ofTemperance, Mich. "You realize
Toledo does have a skyline."
Fans lined up as early as four
hours before the game and marveled at how the ballpark has
transformed a once-desolate section of the city.
"Its a heck of a lot better than
looking over here for 30 years at
empty buildings and parking
lots," said Karen Shearer, who was
first in line with her daughter.

The Associated Press

FIRST VIEW: Fans check out the new stadium before the game.

Four candidates compete to be tailback at Ohio State
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Four talented
tailbacks, one measly football:
something has to give.
Ohio State has a quartet of
players who hope to take over
the job vacated by the graduation of Jonathan Wells, but it's
unlikely that everyone will
remain happy as a pecking
order begins to come into focus.
"Come fall, I find it kind of
hard to think we'll be rotating
four guys," said sophomore
Lydell Ross, who rushed for 419
yards last season while sharing
time with Wells. "It'll definitely

have to be two guys."
If that is the case, then it figures that somebody's going to
end up being awfully disappointed.
Ross is competing for the spot
with three other outstanding
prospects: speedster Maurice
Hall, tall and rangy Jaja Riley
and reigning Associated Press
Mr. Football Maurice Clarett,
who enrolled at Ohio State early
to practice with the team this
spring.
Ross and Hall are sophomores, Riley is a redshirt freshman and Clarett was attending
classes at Warren Harding High
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Coii«ir«if ulfion.s to our
new 2002 Anchor Men
Nie Hogkert
of Sigma
Phi I p.silon

School last winter.
"We're going to be very, very
young," second-year coach Jim
Tressel said of the running-back
positions.
The intriguing aspect of the
tailback battle is that all four
candidates appear to be dramatically different sizes and
types of runners.
Ross (6-foot, 210 pounds) can
run inside or out, is durable and
quick. Hall (5-10,190) is smaller
and quicker. Riley (6-2, 200) is
more of an upright runner who
can swivel at the hips to change
directions to avoid a tackier.
Clarett, who rushed for 2,194

yards and 38 touchdowns last
season, is a tailback in a linebacker's body (6-0, 230). He
enjoys the contact and dishes
out his share of it. Some of the
most memorable hits of the
spring so far have come when
he and a defender have met helmet to helmet up the middle.
"I've had a couple of
headaches," he said. "It's been
frustrating. You don't know
what you're doing at first. In
high school, you kind of get by
because they don't hit you as
hard. But here they're going to
take advantage of you. Every
time they see you slip and do

SUMMERentals
We have Rooms in a Rooming House,
One Bedroom Apartments and Efficiencies
that are furnished/unfurnished
available for summer only.
Prices at $600.00 to $700.00

Bill Mertz
of Sigma Chi

something wrong, they going to socially, getting adjusted. He's
come at you and — smack! I done a great job.
"I think he's coming along.
woke up a couple of times."
Clarett has been wearing a There's some things he hasn't
plastic cast on an injured had a chance to have enough
thumb that was surgically experience doing yet, but he
repaired. That hasn't kept him loves the game of football. He's
from contributing during the physical and he's having fun.
winter months during condi- He's going to be a good one."
Ross, who has been fighting
tioning drills. He's also been
hamstring and back problems
busy in the classroom.
"Maurice is a great worker," that have nagged him since last
Tressel said. "He's in the weight year's bowl game, has the most
room constantly. I just told him experience of the returnees.
the other day, 'You've finished Hall returned kicks and made
the hardest quarter you're ever the most of his carries, averaggoing to have in college — that ing 8.0 yards on his nine
first quarter academically and attempts.

for the WHOLE SUMMER!

Important

Cheerleading Try Outs
Who: All interested males and females
What: Mandatory Tryout Informational Meeting
When: Wed. April 10th, 2002 5:15-6:15
Where: Bo wen- Thompson Student Union, Room 201A
' Be sure to bring floppy disk and a pen *

Deposits $200.00

If you cannot attend the
meeting send an email to
bgsucheerflhotmail.com
requesting an informational packet!
or call (419) 372-7944

|()ll\ \IUI.O\T.
Ml INC. -RENTAL OFFKT.

Love the sisters of Delta Gamma?
JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV J'

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!
Leases available for 2002-2003

"All Day, Everyday"

j» FT

duuatji

"Ml* 1 Bdrm unfumisfied
upper duplex. All FREE UTILITIES.
Washer and Dryer in Apartment. Sky
•* UBhts. on Street Parking.

Mon: 11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am
(papa)

i;
"E. Winter #fc 3 Bdrm upper
*
duplex. Located ever Downtown
' Business. Large rooms. Zoned tor tour
residents.

NEWIWE ««£*
Rentals

www.newlouerealtv.com

cash, checks

1 Large
. 1 Item
INo Limit

11 Large 1 Item and an order I

?

Foi Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
M rasMMts raccna i BMtaOtfstiai

to ttaii|i.Mi

■MJUI Sad

£>

Indoor htafcd swimming pool,uun«.HydraSp« Whirlpool, comalm
e*etds« HVlomnt, complete lector room a showartacimes

530 Maple • 352-9378
■on-Fn. 3-12, 1-4:30
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Rugby tops Dayton
in 6-1 weekend stint
SPECIAL TO IKE BC NEW.

The BG rugby team continued
to build momentum towards the
National
Collegiate
Championship, just 10 days
armf, m it tallied six wins and a
loss last weekend. The Falcon
ruggers crushed the Dayton
Argyies senior men's team 59-8
and Ohio Northern 59-0 white
edging Ohio State 10-7. BG also
picked up three forfeit victories
and lost to Findlay 21-15.
The three forfeits, while adding
to BG's season victory total, were
of more concern to coach Roger
Mazzarella than anything his
squad had done on the field thus
far.
"We're out here to play, win if
we can. but play," Mazzarella
said. "This willy nilry forfeiting of
matches is starting to reach epidemic proportions"
Mazzarella was particularly
incensed that Dayton City and
Dayton University were both
founded and coached by Bowling
Green grads. "I thought I had
taught them a little better."
When the Falcons did get the
chance to take the field, BG continued to show the measured
improvement of that an offense
that has been running like clockwork and a defense that has
slammed the goal line door shut.
"There are still some fitness
issues and we have a few injury
dings, but we're at last starring to
show the form we had at last
year's nationals," Mazzarella said.
Angered by the first set of forfeits, the Falcons swarmed like
angry bees all over the Dayton
Argyies, jumping out to a 19-3

"We played like
bulls in a china
shop the first half.
People were more
concerned about
laying somebody
out"
ROGER MAZZARELU, COACH

halftime lead. Flanker Alex
Demma, wing Kevin Mongold
and wing Alessio Difranco all
scored tries, and center Pete
Cromly landed two conversions.
"We played like bulls in a china
shop the first half," Mazzarella
said. "People were more concerned about laying somebody
out. We settled down in the second half and started to play
rugby."
Dayton probably would have
settled for just the anger as the
Falcons reeled off forty unanswered points before the Argyies
could even come close to again
sniffing the goal line. Mongold
punched in two more tries on a
pair of long jaunts, and Demma
added his second. Lock Scott
Hogg, scrum halfVinnie Staropoli
and eight man Wes Holsinger
scoredonsoloeffortsand Cromly
hit five of six conversion
attempts
One of the keys to BG's offense
has been the return of Kevin
Mongold to his old form.
Mongold destroyed the BG single
game try record with seven
against the University of

BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS
WITH GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL HOUSING

Michigan in the fall of 2000.
However, he has been nagged
with minor injuries that have cut
back his scoring until this season
and has six tries in five games so
far.
Against Ohio Northern, flanker
Brian Stephcnson and wing Kyle
Sitzes each scored i. pair, and fly
half Dave Dibenedetto added 19
points on a try and seven conversions Rookie backs Jeron Faust,
D.J. Clevenger, Brian Sworan and
Tom Smeltzer also scored tries as
BG pounded Northern 59-0.
The Falcons also edged Ohio
State in a very tight match that
was decided by a kicking contest
after two sudden death overtime
periods expired. Kent State transfer Rob Pace got BG's only try, and
Dibenedetto's conversion tied the
score. Debenedetto's boot in the
kick-off decided the contest and
gave BG a 10-7 victory.
BG nearly swept the weekend
but was defeated in the final minutes by the Findlay senior men's
team by a score of 21-15. BG led
15-14 only to give up a last second try. Wing leron Foust scored
a pair of tries while fly half Dave
Dibenedetto booted a conversion and a penalty field goal. The
loss gave BG a 6-1 record on the
weekend.
Now 16-2, the Falcons will
compete in the Ohio Classic
Rugby Tournament in Columbus
as their final tune-up before the
National
Collegiate Rugby
Championship on April 20. The
Falcons will face the University of
Cincinnati at 12:00 p.m. and then
the University of Dayton at 3:00
p.m.
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Sterling Martin guides BG
men's track through its end
MARTIN FROM PAGE 6

transfer find places that will
benefit them in the long run.
"We owe it to ourselves to go
out there and represent the runners who made BG track what it
is until the last race. One of my
goals for all of these athletes is to
continue to work hard, taking
pride in representing BG,"
Martin said. "It's a very difficult
situation for the athletes, and at
this late date, scholarship
opportunities are there for some
but not many. So I have just
been acting as their agent, trying to help them find good
schools and talking to coaches."

Someday down the road,
Martin will look back on his
time spent at BG, but reflecting
is not even part of Martin's
thought process at this
moment. Even though his
career is nearing the end as the
Falcons' head coach. Martin feit
that his team still has goals to
accomplish. And he has decided whether bis athletes win or
lose, he will not look back with
any regrets when it's time
"I haven't really had time to
think about my future, but
when it's all done and we have
challenged the decision, I would
like to continue coaching else-

where," Martin said. "We've had
some great athletes come
through this program, and I
have really enjoyed watching
them grow and mature as
young men. We were on our
way, albeit slowly, and the only
thing I will regret is not having
the chance to see this program
achieve the success it was destined for."
"He has done a great job during his tenure at BG," Sink said.
"He's been a good recruiter, and
even though it's been difficult
with the competitiveness of the
conference, he has still done a
great job."

BG softball takes 12-17 record
against Akron this afternoon
SOFTBALL FROM PAGE 6

pitchers.
The Falcon pitchers have a
combined ERA of 3.32. Senior
Andrea Genter leads the way

with a 2.42 ERA, followed by
McKenna Houle with a 2.64
ERA. lessie Milsoek, who has
a 2.66 ERA, along with
Rebekah Tiptoon and lody
Johnson add depth to the

rotation, leaving the Zips little margin for error.
The first pitch of the game
is scheduled for 2:00 p.m. at
the BGSU Softball Field.

tlappy W^dn^sday...
Read the SG News!!!

Acoustic Jam
at
Br®wst(srs
Jeremy
Culpepper

Prepare for the Real
World with Graduate &
Professional Housing

with

142, BVTTOVWOOI) #AfcT'

One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located in a house.
Quiet tree-lined street, close to
City Park. Resident pays utilities.
#A $410.00, #C $335.00 per month
for a 12 month lease.

Every Wednesday night
at 10pm

[EEaiWRLD/
212 & 300 Chicago St.. North Baltimore:
Two bedroom unfurnished apartments. Between
Bowling Green and Findlay. Small residential town.
Washer/dryer hookups. $430.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

NEWL9VE
Rentals

—

352-5620
332 S. Main f*CS

For more information call
353-5006

(our only office) L^J
www.newloverealty.com MflM

. -Call For

www.newloverealty.com
f=T
S5-S

332 S. Main

0-0
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(our only office) oO<£"OO^U

DfcLyOu know...
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The life span of a £ [PTnjd is 1f?l^ays.

Action:

Editors Wanted!!

Applications now being accepted for the following positions:

@ GZZ Wooster It.
•Summer 2002 BG News Editor
•Fall 2002 BG News Editor
•2002-2003 Gavel Editor
•2002-2003 Key Yearbook Editor
•2002-2003 Miscellany Editor
•2002-2003 Obsidian Editor

Help the Kappa Kappa Gamma's raise money for
The Community Learning Center Located here in
BOWLING GREEN

$COST$~ 2 hotdogs and a pop for *5....
you can BURSAR!
* you can also buy your ticket that night at 622*

Application forms
may be picked up at
204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday,
April 19 at 4 p.m.
(sUiden^ PUBLICATIONS

Buy your tickets on the Education Steps
*Wednesday, Thursday, *Friday - from 11-4

Bring your Friends to
622 April 13* for
Music, Food and FUN
with the Kappas!
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When sharks are
flipped on their
backs they pass

Campus Events

Danse Oe Soul
A Student choreographed
Dance Concert
Come see live dance by

out! J|^

The
University Performing Dancers!
April 11th 4 12th, 2002
8PM
Eppler North Complex 222
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Campus Events
Anyone interested in joining National
Criminal Justice Honor Society
contact Jared Hartman at 419-3534464 or Dr. Michael Buerger at
419-372-8905
Seeking Men Softball Players
Tryouts - 4/14, 4/21 & 4/28, 4:30pm
to 7:30pm between I75 and the
BGSU Football Stadium (on the
grassl in Bowling Green, OH (Regardless of weather conditions).
Questions: Call Bob Miller at 419474-1733.
Sex Signal!
Two improvisational comedians.
April 16, 8 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Student Union Room 206.

Tickets are $5, BURSARABLE
and sold at the door

372-8521

Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Confidential Eating Disorder Support
Group Women & men at all stages
of recovery. Confidential, interactive
discussions. Every Wednesday from
4:30-6:30 pm. Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall Call Judy Miller at
372-7426 for more information.
Fall 2002 Practicum Opportunities in
the Intramural Office for Recreation
and Sports Management Majors.
Applications available in 130 Perry
Field House or on the web and are
due April 10. Interviews will be held
April 15-16
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.000 this semester
with the easy
Campuslundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are tilling quickly, so call today1 Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

$250 a night potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 626

Subteaser needed.
May through Aug. S265 plus elec

Call 353-3629.

$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.

Pre-Nursing Student Organization
" April 10th Meeting ••
Wednesday. 7:30pm
315 Union
GET READY FOR MCO!

Subleasers needed May to Aug.
4bdrm house 2 baths S880 per mo.
Call 353-1647 or 353-1499.

Bartenders needed Earn up to $250
per day. No exp necessary.
Call (866)291-1884 ext 423

SUBLEASERS WANTED
2-Bedroom House, plenty ol space.
Only $1500 for May-Aug.
140 1/2 Manville Call 354-0278.
Subleasing May through August.
3bdrm 2 baths.
Please call 419-373-6011

BOWLING GREEN
WAREHOUSE POSITION
BG Distribution Center has an
immediate opening for a full time
experienced warehouse worker on
second shift (Sun-Thurs). Duties
include picking merchandise and
loading ol trucks Must test drug
Iree, submit to background check
and be able to lilt up 60-100 lbs
occasionally Certificate ol lorklilt
operation preferred Send resume
to: Humane Resource Director
Warehouse Position, P.O Box 3357
Toledo, OH 43607

HR Communication Consultant
Fast-growing human resources consulting firm has opening for dynamic
communication consultant. Focus includes developing strategy and materials lor various types ol HR and
organizational employee communication using web-based, CD-ROM.
and traditional print media. Qualified
candidates will have Bachelors degree in human resources, communications. English, or comparable degree. Job requirements include highly developed writing: editing, and
project management skills. Must be
proficient in Word. Power Point, Excel, and web publishing software.
Other required .qualities include creative thinking, positive attitude, understanding ol HR/benefit programs,
team building skills, willingness and
ability to manage multiple priorities
and work at a rapid pace.
Send resume to:
Flndley Davles, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
300 Madison Ave . Suite 1000
Toledo. OH 43604
or email
resumesQtirtfleydaYies.com

Quarters Bar & Grill
Great spirits! Great food!
Great service! Dine with us today!
BG. WOODLAND MALL
Sliver Dollar Steakhouse
All your catering needs!
Place reservations/orders now!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Take a break from shopping Eat!
Subway, The China, Luca Pizza.
Mediterranean, Patio.
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Woodland Mall Job Fair
April 12.2002
10:00a m.-6:00p.m.
The job fair will feature several
employers as well as a fashion show
of the "Do's and Don'ts of Business
Attire" at noon.
FADE presents EUCHRE NIGHT
April 17 from 8:00p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
in the Lenhan Grand Ballroom
of the Student Union
Come tor a night of cards and fun!

2 sublsrs. needed for summer on.
S College Or Very dose to campus. S240-mo. each. May already
paid. 2bdrm , 1 bath 353-3038.

Help Wanted
All Students
2002 Summer Expansion
Any major. Work FT/PT w/flex hrs
S14.15 base - appt. Noexp. nee.,
we train Great resume builder No
telemktg/no door to door Scholarships/co-ops, conditions exist.
Call 419-874-1327, 9a-5p.
wwwearnparttime.com
Cook Wanted
Private club looking for PT/FT cook.
Position includes summer, weekends, minor holidays. General kitchen knowledge a plus., Experience
not necessary. Call Christian at 419865-4700.

Wanted
2 clean subleasers needed.
Non-smoker, own bdrm. w/d.
please call 352-6833.
Female Subleaser needed May
through Aug. Rent negotiable. Water
paid. Call Tiffany 354-7978.
One subleaser needed for summer
pet allowed. S225 per month.
Call Kyle at 352-9143.
Subleaser needed ASAP. 1 bdrm.
apt. $475/mo. No deposit
Free heat 419-354-8727

Computer clerks needed Must know
Windows. Will train Great opportunity. Call Human Resources
between 9 and 5 at 877-778-3770
Authorized wireless dealer B.G.
seeking reliable, motivated individuals with prior sales experience.
Sales & Sales Manager pos available. Send resume to 2 B Mobile,
1515 S Byrne STE. 117, Toledo,
Ohio 43614 or fax 419-382-3665

Childcare needed in our Toledo area
home. PI or full time. Late Aug.
through May. 419-372-9132
Cleaning people needed starting
May 13 lor approximately 2 weeks.

Call 353-0325
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block Irom Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00a m -10:00a m
B Shift 10:00a.m.-1:00 p.m
C Shift: 1 00pm - 4:00p.m.
Possibility ol working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid lor 3!
354-8802 or 354-8703
Desk clerk needed lor local hotel
Midnight-8am shift. 3-4 nights per
week Must be able to work
summer and into fall semester
Some weekends $6/hr Apply at
Buckeye Inn 8-4pm, M-F.

Misc. worker needed for local motel
and condo complex. Work includes
trash pickup, lawn care, painting,
etc. 25-30'wk $6/hr Must be able to
work summer. Start ASAP Work
around schedule until summer.
Phone 352-1520, 8-4pm, M-F
Part-time clerical position available.
Employee must be available 12-5
Monday-Friday. $7 50/hour to start,
long term position. Contact Renhill
Staffing at 419-353-1540 or
www.renhill.com
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach alt
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, gotl Have a great
summer. (888)844-8080 apply at

*ww.campcedar.com
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Look No Fvirther

CAKWMALS

maren

Large Houses
Still Available

Awesome Aussie themed

Ritiml Litin
Career Day
Come see history in the
makind as BGSU becomes
the first state university in
Ohio to host National
Latino Career day. Join us
and local area high school
students in educating
about college and career
choices through play skits,
career presentations and
panel discussions.

Child care required in my Perrysburg home for 2 pre-schoolers. 1-2
days per week Schedule flexible.
419-872-2148

only

froro 6:30»r» - llsm

»\\
2 eggs,
\ I I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
' ''2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
coffee

Large House

individuals for big fun and

Next to Campus - $400 a
month discount on rent!
Security Deposit reduced
50%l New carpet over
summer, furniture, large
porch. 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 floors.

full or part time employment.

$2.50
C

restaurant seeks energized

The Outback Steakhouse
inFindlay, Ohio

Graduate And Professional Housing
338 1/2 Wallace:
One bedroom upper duplex. Unfurnished.
Extra closet space. Storage shed located
behind garage. Off street parking. Nice residential area. Resident pays utilities. $470.00
per month for a 12-month lease.

SERVER POSITIONS
Apply in person.
Mini linns. 1-4
930 Interstate Dr.
Across from Holiday Inn

Express In Findlay.

UULUdJ
JO UUZ. Jwy fbVOT

• 32! E. Merry A • reduced $400
• 211 E. Reed A/B • reduced $200
• 211 E. Reed C - reduced $100
• 2 bdrm Apts. as low as
$415 per month
• Studio Apts. $395 mo/
all utilities included
• Summer Leases Available
as low as $29(Vmo.'

Listing Available 24 hit.
Office 316 E. Merry #3
Call 353-032L9am-9pm

NEWL9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main (Our only office)
352-5620
www.newlovaraally.com www.nawlovaraalty.com I

frxiai Mt> last,
newloverea. ty.com

You Can Afford!
517 E. REED • At ThursUn. One Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished or

Unfurnished. School Year - Two Person Rate - $540 00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 E. MERRY- Close lo Offenhauer. Furnished one bath.
School Year • Two Person Rate ■ $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
451 THURST1N- Across from Offenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
With full hath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year One Person Rate- $340.00.
50S CI.OUCH - Campus Manor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year TWo Person Rate $560.00

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.

UUinlhfop & Summit

Terrace Apartment/

Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for all Residents

Furnished & Unfurnished
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Free Heat and Water
1 & 2 Full Baths
2 Swimming Pools
24 hr. Maintenance
On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances

Call today 352-9135
Ask about our fall listings
400 Napoleon

School Year - One Person Rate - $420 00
One Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year One Person Rate • $365 00
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395 00
One Year - Furnished ■ One Person - $350.00
■102 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, I Bath. Fum. or Unfum.
School Year Furnished Two Person $590.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath,
School Year • One Person Rate - $450 00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished. I Bath Plus Vanity In BR.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620 00
One Year Two Person Rale - $520 00
83? rOURIH
Two Bedrooms Furnished 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00 ■
One Year Furnished - Two Person Rate ■ $470 00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwaslier. 1 .Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year • Furnished - Two Person Rale - $610 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840 850 SIXTH • Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers,
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate $640 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate$470.00
724 S. College - Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished
1 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers School Year • Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $530:00
We haw many other units available. Stop In the Rental
ODTce for a complete brochure

CaUJOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260

For Your Convenience We Are Located
At 319 E. YVooster Street, acro-^froiTi Taco Bell

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Part-time clerical position available
Employee must be available
8-12 noon Monday-Friday
S7 50/hr to start, long term position.
Contact Renhiil Staffing at
419-353-1540 or www renhill.com

Communications company nxoanding into this area, Independent reps.
needed Excellent pay. Few positions available, Training provided,
Code 846. 1-800-896-7164.

2002-03. 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. 800 Third St Free heat, water. + sewer. 1 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.

The Daily Crossword Fix ^CJEfccX
brought to you by

Production Specialist
Fast-growing human resources consulting firm has opening for detailoriented, fast-learning production
specialist m the HR & Organizational
Communication Consulting Practice.
Qualified candidates will have twoyear degree m business or related
field. Must be proficient in PC-based
software.
including
Pa<^eMaker.
Word, and PowerPoint Web design
experience with Dreamweaver a
plus. Other required skills and qualities include critical thinking, positive
attitude,
careful
and
fast
typesetting/revismg, attention to detail, ability and willingness to multitask in organizing/coordinating production of deliverables.
Send resume to:
Flndley Davies, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
300 Madison Ave., Suite 1000
Toledo, OH 43604
or email
resumesQfindlevdaviescom

IELP WANTED
NOW HIRING FOR
SUMMER 2002
BC NEWS PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT
We are currently seeking a
Graphic Design/VCT major
interested in filling this parttime summer position. Selected
candidate will work approximately 20-25 hours during the
Monday to Friday work week.
Job start date:
Monday May 13, 2002
Job end date:
Tuesday, August 6, 2002
♦ Selected candidate must be available for training prior to start date.
wt Opportunity to continue working
through Fall Semester.
ualificitions
• Software experience in- QuarkXPress,
Photoshop, and Illustrator for Mat.
• Understanding of: design; type
styles & usage; importing graphics &
photos; and scanning techniques.
■ Need good attitude in handling
deadlines and pressure-oriented
situations

222 S College. Lg. 2 bdrm house
1 block from campus. Free heat and
water. Perfect lor 3-4 people.
$725/mo. 419-868-1587.

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer lor either slow or fast pitch
Softball in BG Earn S15-35 per
game. Contact Jim®352-4159 or
treeger©wcnet org.
Summer money. Have fun in the sun
& earn between S3000-S5000 hiring
housepainters/loremen. Call (888)
277-9787 or collegepro com

>
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234 S College. 2 bdrm house. Lg.
living rm and yard. One block from
campus. Ideal for 2-4 people.
S650/mo .119-868-1587
3 bedroom house
. Campus area. Available May 1st.
Call 419-352-8872.
522 Ridge St. Large 2 bedroom
house 1 block from campus.
$675/mo ♦ utilities. 352-3015

Aquarium with lights and filter.

Call 353-1750.
Couch w/ queen size pull out bed.
Light brown/tan color. Soft-like
velvet Great condition. $120.
353-5551 ask lor Katie

534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex. 1 1/2
Baths. AC. Avail May 25. $825/mo.
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex. 1 1/2,
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25 $825/mo.
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex.
Avail. May 30. $700/mo
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex Avail
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House Avail.
May 21 $675/mo.
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail. Aug. 1.
$550/mo.
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
354-4426 or (419)352-2330.

Full size pillow top mattress. New in
plastic Retail S599 Sell $179.
Can deliver. Call 419-392-7465.
Homemade carpeted loft.
Good condition S40 OBO.
Amanda 419-353-5966
Microwave $20, color printer $25,
Futon double cushion w/wood
frame $60. 352-3382
Power Macintosh 5260/100 with
internal CD-ROM drive. * Apple
StyleWriter color ink jet printer. *
56K Modem $350 Call 372-7148
Queen pillow top mattress set.
New in plastic. Full warranty. Retail
S799 Sell SI99. Can deliver.
Call 419-392-7465.

606 1/2 E Wooster. 2 bdrm upper
duplex Across st. from campus.
Ideal for 2-4 people. $700/mo.
419-868-1587
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House close to campus. 239 Manville. 3bdrm, 1 bath. May lease.
S700/mo. + utilities. Call 352-9392
K & K PROPERTIES
A Few Houses & Apis left!
Available In May
301 S. Main St. - 2 bedrm
305 S. Main St. • 3 bedrm
335 W Merry Ave - 2 bedrm
625 N Main St. - 5 bedrm
630 Elm St - 5 bedrm
Available In August
1 University Lane - 3 bedrm
201 S. College - 5 bedrm
521 Pike St -2 51 bedrm
801 N. Main St. - 5 bedrm
829 Fifth St. - 2 bedrm
Call or stop for a complete list
419-353-APTS (2787)1135 N.Main

1. 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9 & 12 month leases
352-7454
2 bdrm furn. or unfurnished apts.
724 6th St. 705 7th St. $460/mo - 1
yr lease S525/mo - school yr.
lease Call 354-0914

2 Sublessors needed.
Furnished. 2 bed. 1 bath
Anne 352-6322
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ACROSS
1 Pork
4 Peruse
8 Food seasoning
12 Lemon drink
13 Against
14 Arabian prince
15 Give
17 Large vessel
19 Midwest slate (abbr)
20 Plural verb
21 Western state (abbr.)
22 Ungentlemanry
23 Asserted Idea
25 Brown
26 Preposition
27 Donkey(French)
28 Friend
29 Holy book

32 Impersonal pronoun
33 Performance
35 Drinker's group
36 Happen again
38 Small part
39 It is (poetic)
40 Article
41 Energy
42 Serious

A N S W E R S

43 Small bite
45 Even
46 Evergreen
47 Type measurement
48 Clean the floor
49 Home renter
52 Unit of matter
54 Great lake
56 Female deer
57 Jab
58 Rive
59 Female sheen

Fall semester female subleaser
needed 642 S. College »4 Rent negotiable Call Sarah 352-1787.

"Apts & rms. avail, 1 & 2 bdrm.
Quiet area for collegiate study, new
carpet, indiv lease offered Located
300 block E Merry. Rent Reduced ,
listing loc 24-7 @ 316 E. Merry #3,
419-353-0325, 10am-7pm. Summer
rentals available December leases
available.

3 Threat
4 Specified amount
5 Direction labor)
6 Near
7 Sofa
8 Place
9 Verb
10Be»n
11 Walked
16 Mural
ISCapone
21 Tube diameter

N

606 E Wooster. 2 bdrm lower duplex Across St. Irom campus. Lg
living & bdrm. $850/mo.
419-868-1587

For Rent

I*

Management Inc.
For Rent
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For Rent

House for rent with garage. Avail.
Aug. 1st block S. College, up to 5
occupants Rel. & dep. required.
419-353-6181.
12 mo. leases starting 5/18/02
404 1/2 E Court-EHic.-$335 tutil
415 E. Court «C-2 Br-$500 tutil
426 1/2 S. Summit-Effic.-$265.-telec
609 5th-3 Br home-5915 *util.
12 mo. leases starting 8/20/02
230 N Enterprise «C-1 Br-S365 *util
415 E. Court «A-1 Br-$340.+utK.
424 S. Summit-1 1/2 Br-S440.*util.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710

Stop By our

office at
1045 N. Main
or call
353-5800

For Rent

818 S 822 Second St 2 BR. apts.
balcony/patio, AC, laundry S500 00
+ gas & elec . 12 mo. lease.starting
8/18/02. Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710.

Summer Party House. Subleasers
wanted. $825/mo 5 bedroom. No
security deposit 354-0357.

Looking for summer subleaser
1 block from campus, 1 large bedroom, parking available II interested
call 353-5614 ask for Courtney.
Subleaser needed ASAP Own
parking space, furn w/ all util.
paid 419-353-1371
Subleaser needed for summer. S600
for entire summer plus share of util.
Interested, contact 937-982-3272.

[Highland
Management
apartments Designed for
(jrad Students!
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Check Us Out II
www.homecityice.com
SUMMER HOP
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Great Job Opportunities !!
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY 11
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

Only a fc» left!
• Well Maintained & Spacious
• Convicnt Laundry Facilities
• One ♦ Two Bedrooms

• Ample Parking
• Quiet!
Several options to choose from:
Jay-Mar-

$6.50-$10.00 per hour

Community

'|■ 11j*^|* *T*ij»B' ■ "

Coming For August 16th
MOVE IN
BRAND NEW HILLSDALE
1082 Fairview Ave

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time During Summer & Breaks

Birthdays

22 Com on the
23 Honest
24 Bet
25Tlc_Toe
26 Sesame plant
28 Each
29 Night animal
30 Den
31 Freedom
33 Race
34 Edge
37 Hat
39 Violent speech
41 Comes in reams
42 Noisy
43 Kind of tide
44 Enter
45 Polonium symbol
46 Appendages
48 Madame (abbr.)
49 Can
50 Right away
51 Golfer's need
53 Midwest state (abbr)
55 Egyptian sun god
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For Sale

• If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours of 3 pm
ft 12 Midnight.

1

230 S College. Lg 2 bdrm house
w/yard. One blo.:k from campus.
W/D hookup. Pert**-., lor 3-4 people.
$72o/mo 419-868-1587

2 bdrm furnished, 2 car garage.
Deck, dishwasher, available May 15
Call Jon 352-1104.

• Must have an eye for detail and the
ability to proofread carefully

t

Manaj

1-800-899-8070

The lhfihlan.lv

The Homestead-

Located Just minutes from Campus!

We Also Have Facilities In Other Cities, Call Usl

Birthdays
Community Service

Lexington, KY
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland
Canton/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfielct/Ashland

1-800-933-3575
1-80O-894-O529
1-800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
1 -800-8940529

Daylon/SpringtieW
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1 -734 955-9094
1 -800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1 -800545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility- Start training NOW

2x2 Example = $24

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

www.homecitvice.com
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Ka^l ^e are verv proud of your hard ■
H work and dedication to
.
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We Love You,

t

Anniversarys

Mom, Dad, & Dana ~\
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Additional Sites:
• Liberty St. & Summit Hill

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 E.Washington
9:00 - 4:00

mm,

college
education
expenses.

Summer Work
Available

It*

Internships & Scholarships
awarded

Contact the

up to $6,850
Valuable work experience

Rduertising Department
at: 372-6977 or stop in to 204 West Hall

Get as much as $23,000* in
College Education Assistance

PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
$8 50-59 50/Hour
Excellent Benefits
Weekends & Holidays Oil
Paid Vacations
OnSite Classes

•n>.urs

EAJINl
LEARN
program

Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills

ON-CAMPUS

TODAY 1-3
Student Employment
300 Saddlemire
419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
MlifflM, OH 4J5S7

Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-$1500/week

iNTfRVI^

www.ups jobs, com
1 lir tnro t»»Ma ml
COW 0p*M*»t (-WH*

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

'

